












This	 paper	 is	 concerned	 with	 the	 development	 of	 a	 parallel	 algorithm	 on	
cluster	 of	 workstation	 with	 Parallel	 Virtual	 Machine	 (PVM)	 for	 solving	
the	 finite	 difference	 Navier-Stokes	 and	 energy	 equations.	 	 The	 numerical	
procedure	 is	 based	 on	 SIMPLE	 (Semi	 Implicit	 Method	 for	 Pressure	 Link	
Equations)	developed	by	Spalding.		The	governing	equations	are	transformed	
into	 finite	 difference	 forms	 using	 the	 control	 volume	 approach.	The	 hybrid	
scheme	which	is	a	combination	of	the	central	difference	and	up	wind	scheme	
was	used	in	obtaining	a	profile	assumption	for	parameter	variations	between	
the	 grids	 points.	 	The	Domain	Decomposition	Method	 (DDM)	was	used	 to	
decompose	 the	 domain	 into	 a	 small	 domain	 and	 each	 of	 the	 domains	 was	
solved	 by	 different	 processors.	 The	 accuracy	 of	 the	 parallelization	 method	
was	done	by	comparing	with	a	benchmark	solution	of	a	standardized	problem	
related	 to	 the	 two	 dimensional	 buoyancy	 flow	 in	 a	 square	 enclosure.	 	 The	
results	 are	 shown	 in	 the	 forms	 of	 contour	 maps	 of	 non-dimensional	
temperature	and	velocities.






of	 speeding	 up	 the	 excitation	 of	 a	 program	 using	 multiple	 processors	 by	
dividing	the	program	into	multiple	fragments	that	can	execute	simultaneously,	




	 Since	 a	 new	 generation	 of	 single	 processor	 computer	 is	 a	 costly	
enterprise	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	 a	 larger	 and	 faster	 communications,	 parallel	
computing	 becomes	 a	 key	 for	 highperformance	 architecture.	 	 All	





to	 solve	 an	 incompressible	 flow	 simulation	 using	 SIMPLE	 method	 that	
originally	put	forward	by	Patankar	and	Spalding	(Davis,1983).		The	analysis	
of	 an	 incompressible	 flow	 become	 more	 complicated	 and	 need	 a	 high	
performance	computer	 to	solve	 the	problem.	 	One	of	 the	problem	during	to	
solve	 the	 complicated	 problem	 on	 incompressible	 flow	 is	 time	 constraint.	
More	complicated	of	the	problem	means	more	time	should	be	spend	to	solve	
the	problem.	
	 To	 overcome	 this	 problem,	 parallel	 computer	 was	 used	 and	 to	























































































































































in	equations	 (5-6).	The	staggered	grid	evaluates	 the	scalar	variables,	 in	 this	
case	 only	 the	 pressure,	which	 are	 stored	 at	 the	 scalar	 nodes	 and	 located	 at	
the	intersection	of	two	unbroken	grid	lines.		Such	points	are	indicated	by	the	
capital	letters	P,	W,	E,	N	and	S.	The	u-velocity	components	are	stored	at	the	
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and	discretized	of	v-momentum	equation	becomes:




3 SOLUTION PROCEDURE OF THE SIMPLE ALGORITHM
The	 SIMPLE	 method	 proceeds	 by	 a	 cyclic	 series	 of	 guess	 and	 correct	
























memory	 systems)	 using	 the	 Parallel	 Virtual	 Machine	 (PVM)	 software.	





	 The	 implementation	 uses	 a	 layer	 of	 subroutines	 on	 top	 of	 PVM,	
symbolically	denoted	by;	 -	start:	start	entire	parallel	application
	 	 	 	 -	stop:	stop	parallel	application
	 	 	 	 -	send:	send	a	message
	 	 	 	 -	receive:	receive	a	message
4.1 Communication Process
Figure	4		Pseudo	code	solutions.
Communication	 process	 is	 the	 most	 important	 process	 in	 parallel	







Basically	 this	 finite	 difference	 problem	 is	 same	 with	 the	 solution	 of	 the	
problem	in	this	project.
	 From	top	 to	bottom	of	 the	Figure	5;	 the	one-dimensional	vector	X,	





	 We	 first	 consider	 a	 one-dimensional	 finite	 difference	 problem,	 in	
which	we	have	a	vector	of	size	N	and	must	compute,	where;	












	 Notice	 that	 the	 N	 tasks	 can	 execute	 independently,	 with	 the	 only	




















	 The	 flow	 is	 described	 by	 the	 Navier-Stokes	 equations	 under	 the	









5.1 Validation of the Results




vertical	 velocity	 on	 the	 horizontal	 midplane	 of	 the	 cavity,	 Vmax,	 and	 an	
average	of	Nusselt	number	were	compared	at	Rayleigh	numbers	of	103,	104,	
105	 and	 106.	 	 The	 comparison	 had	 been	 done	 between	 the	 benchmarking	
results	 obtained	 by	 	Davis	which	 in	 serial	 processor	 and	 the	 present	 study	




	 From	 the	 tables,	 it	 showed	 that	 all	 these	 results	 are	 in	 excellent	
agreement	with	 the	 benchmark	 results	 of	 	Davis.	 	 Percentage	 error	 for	 the	
three	methods	of	solution	was	below	than	3%	compare	with	benchmark	result.	
Besides	that,	the	result	that	was	showed	in	the	forms	of	contour	maps	of	non-
dimensional	 temperature	 and	 velocities	was	 also	 compared	with	 the	 results	
that	obtained	by		Davis.










      
Figure	9	Contour	maps	of	 	 	 	 Figure	10	Contour	maps	of
temperature,	Ra	=	103	 	 	 	 temperature,	Ra	=	104
   
Figure	11	Contour	maps	of	 	 	 Figure	12		Contour	maps	of
temperature,	Ra	=	105	 	 	 	 temperature,	Ra	=	106
   
Figure	13	Contour	maps	of	 	 	 Figure	14		Contour	maps	of
temperature,	Ra	=	103	 	 	 	 temperature,	Ra	=	106
   
Figure	15		Contour	maps	of	 	 	 Figure	16	Contour	maps	of
horizontal	velocity	u,	Ra	=	105	 	 	 horizontal	velocity	u,	Ra	=	106
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Figure	17	Contour	maps	of	 	 	 Figure	18	Contour	maps	of
vertical	velocity	v,	Ra	=	103	 	 	 vertical	velocity	v,	Ra	=	10
   
Figure	19	Contour	maps	of	 	 	 Figure	20	Contour	maps	of
vertical	velocity	v,	Ra	=	105	 	 	 vertical	velocity	v,	Ra	=	106
6 CONCLUSION
A	 parallel	 algorithm	 has	 been	 developed	 to	 simulate	 an	 incompressible	
flow	for	 the	problem	of	natural	convection	 that	occurred	 in	a	 square	cavity	
with	 specified	boundary	conditions.	 	The	 simulations	of	 the	 incompressible	
flow	 using	 SIMPLE	 method	 on	 parallel	 computer	 are	 agreement	 with	 the	
benchmark	 result.	 	 Thus,	 the	 simulation	 is	 successful.	 	 Percentage	 errors	
for	 the	 two	 computational	 solutions	 which	 are	 simulation	 by	 serial	 and	
parallel	 computer	 are	 below	 than	 3%	 compare	 with	 benchmark	 result	 by	
Davis.	 Besides	 that,	 the	 contour	 maps	 of	 temperature	 T,	 contour	 maps	 of	
horizontal	 velocity	 u	 and	 contour	 maps	 of	 vertical	 velocity	 v	 also	 agree	
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